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THE ANSWER
I want to begin with my conclusion to the question posed
in the title. There are several reasons for this. First, the
conclusion directs the narrative that follows, and there is
no need to keep the answer/conclusion a secret. This
essay is not like a fictional novel where an ending that is
shared in advance may ruin the story.¹ Second, in this time
of the pandemic and its aftermath, our capacity to
concentrate has waned and so it seemed wise to share the
conclusion upfront in case readers wander off or start and
stop reading periodically because they get distracted or
there are other more pressing issues at hand in their home
or work lives.² Third, the answer itself matters as it gives
us hope and a reason to trudge onward, something that
can benefit all of us as we maneuver in troubling times.³
Finding

concrete

positive

approaches

–

ways

of

recognizing and dealing with trauma affecting students –
opens this reality: some good can come from bad.⁴ And,
that reality can provide us, too, with the courage to
continue our work in the field of education.
Here’s the answer and I state it declaratively: yes, trauma
can improve education. The latter sentence, however,
cannot stand alone; it needs to be accompanied by an “if.”
The harder part of the answer is the “if,” and the ‘if” is
what

this

essay

addresses.

It

explains

how,

if we

understand trauma and its symptomology and use traumaresponsive strategies to address them, we can improve
how our educational system operates from early childhood
through adulthood. If we can name the extant trauma and
recognize its symptomology, then we can tame it in ways
that improve educational outcomes. And, if we frame the
trauma – as in recognize its significance and omnipresence
– we can surely change how our educational institutions
operate on a day-to-day basis.⁵
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TRAUMA ABOUNDS
Let’s start with this reality. As the one-year anniversary of the pandemic has just occurred
in the U.S., many people have experienced and are experiencing trauma as a result, directly
or indirectly, of COVID. While some may not use the term “trauma,” and instead prefer or
use terms like “stress,” “anxiety,” “distress,” and “lack of wellbeing,” it is impossible to deny
that our individual and collective lives have been upended. We may exhibit different trauma
symptomology but these differences demonstrate trauma’s impact. And the impacts are not
just on us as individuals; the impacts are on families, communities and workplaces⁶ and
their respective functionality or, in many cases, dysfunction.⁷
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We have experienced and continue to experience racial and ethnic discrimination and
divides, with accompanying tensions and protests. This reality has changed and is changing
our rhetoric and forms of engagement. We have witnessed political schisms that have
divided families, communities, states and a nation and led to riots at the nation’s capital
that resulted in death and injury. We have had contentious elections, including a
presidential election that many still believe was “stolen” through election fraud. We have
had massive natural disasters, including fires in California and water and electrical
disruption in Texas. We’ve had immigration crises including the detention of minors in
facilities that are not suited to provide them with adequate care.⁹
This essay is specifically focused on the impact of the pandemic-related traumas on
education – from early childhood through adult education. The starting point, as noted
earlier,

is

acknowledging

and

then

understanding

the

traumas

and

accompanying

symptomologies that have occurred within our educational system and the individuals and
organizations affected. Then, we need to reflect on already deployed and to be deployed
solutions for ameliorating the trauma symptomology. These solutions provide us with
improved pathways toward positive change – if we can see them.

THREE REALITIES
ONE
This essay rests on this truth, reinforced by science and research: trauma, once
experienced, does not disappear. It shapes our memory, our cognition, our behavior, our
feelings, our concentration, our engagement, our thoughts, and our physical wellbeing.
True, it can be ameliorated in a myriad of ways, and we are learning more and more as
research on trauma progresses.¹⁰
What these observations mean is that we will never return to the world as we knew it. We
cannot go back; there is only one direction and that is forward (unless we stagnate). To use
an analogy to wartime experiences: once one has lived through and fought a war, those
memories and the impact of that wartime experience do not get eradicated even when the
war ends and the soldiers return home. We need to stop asking this question: “When will
we return to ‘normal?’” ¹¹
The emphasis on “returning to normal” is misguided and misstates the reality of how trauma
operates within our brains and bodies. Even referencing a “new normal” suggests that order
and regularity will reappear when schools reopen. Sadly, this isn’t an immediate
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process and in some cases, we will slip back to what was as if it was the paradigm of
excellence.
Trauma changes us, whether we are aware of those changes and whether the changes are
recognized. Some of the alterations are within our brains – changes to our neural pathways,
brain chemistry and brain biology. Neural mapping sheds insights into the way the brain
responds to trauma. Specifically, trauma has an impact on identifiable parts of the brain (the
amygdala is but one example), and most of those changes are not reversible. We can
compensate for them; we can rebuild neural pathways; we can have brain workarounds due
to the brain’s remarkable neuroplasticity. We can, in a very real sense, train our brains.¹²
To state the obvious, then, we are forced to find new approaches to navigating the changed
minds and bodies of our students, whether we want to or not. This will take time. Here’s
the good news: some of the new approaches are, in fact, better than how we taught and
engaged with students pre-pandemic if we see new adjustments in a positive light, with a
willingness to accept change and admit that what was is not always better than what could
be. That is challenging for those of us wed to the past and accustomed to certain
approaches and patterns that have been with us (and have been successful at least in part)
for decades. While we do not need to toss everything from the past out (baby with the
bathwater problem), we need to reflect on how the pandemic has changed our students and
our educators and how those changes could change education for the better.
TWO
This essay also explicitly recognizes that the traumas of the pandemic will not end when the
pandemic recedes, vaccinations reach a high number and/or herd immunity occurs. It is not
as if trauma and its symptoms are immediately shut off when the pandemic threat lessens.
Getting rid of masks and eliminating social distancing will not feel instantaneously
comfortable. We are not used to touch except within our bubble.
In short, trauma isn’t a light switch that got turned on and can now get shut off at a set
moment in time. Think about the absence of going to movies, museums, cultural and
religious events; think about the lack of attendance at sporting events for those sports that
are proceeding. July 4th, a date set by the president as a day to re-start our nation, will not
be a cure-all day. All trauma symptomology will not evaporate with picnics and fireworks
and festive music celebrating our nation.
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There are many reasons for this. For starters, more than 590,000 individuals in the U.S.
have died due to COVID; their deaths have lasting impacts on families, friends, workplaces
and communities. Next, those who have spent a year or longer working from home and
separated from family and friends will not suddenly and comfortably enter crowded places,
commence extended travel by plane or train and engage through touch with others
(handshakes and hugs may be a thing of the past). Workplaces will change and remote
working, in whole or in part, will persist. Schools, shut and reopened all at once or in phases
or

stages

or

even

haltingly,

will

not

be

the

same.

Students

have

changed;

teachers/professors have changed. We can’t return to the status quo ante; that is fiction.
Instead, we need to find a new reality.
THREE
Trauma

from

the

pandemic

has

come

from

many

sources

resulting

in

different

symptomology among individuals: death from COVID; getting ill and recovering (in varying
degrees) from the effects of COVID; losing a loved one due to the pandemic, often without
an opportunity to mourn in traditional ways, whether religious or cultural; disparate
healthcare delivery and rates of death; declining employment with many industries
shuttering their doors; loss of homes (whether rented or owned); lack of adequate food
leading to growing food bank lines; schools and colleges closing and reopening in varying
ways including online learning, hybrid learning, synchronous and asynchronous learning and
in-person learning (often interrupted by short and longer-term closures); social distancing
and masks (including debates as to their utility); disparate educational impacts and declining
mental health of students of all ages and stages; fatigue of front line and other workers;
being “Zoomed out” from too much online engagement; family dysfunction, evidenced in
part by rising divorce rates and increased abuse of drugs and alcohol. The list of what has
and is occurring is long and its effects run deep and wide.¹³
ACTING WITH HOPE
It is easy to feel discouraged. There are many reports of folks being “COVID-fatigued,”
“COVID weary.” Exhausted. Tapped-out. Cooked. There’s a sense of “enough already” and
could we just move forward. To add a touch of humor, I have done workshops where I have
started with this question: If you are a potato, how do you want to be cooked? I have
answered mashed. I have answered boiled. All answers reflect something about how I and
others who answered feel.
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But, the pressing question within the educational arena is how we can move forward and
what approaches, actions, and activities (the three A’s) we can take to enable us to deal
with the extant trauma symptomology in our students/educators and then adopt and adapt
to changes within our schools/colleges related to the new state of our world.
For me, the starting point is a recognition that “hope” exists. And, critically, “hope” isn’t a
passive verb, although some view it that way. Hope isn’t just sitting down and saying we
want things to be better. Wishing isn’t the aim here. It isn’t about lamenting either.
No, “hope” is an active verb that begs for us to act, to do, to be open to new ideas. Hope is
what comes when we recognize the power of change and our capacity to implement that
change. And, hope requires courage in the form of a fundamental belief that the risks
accompanying change are not only worth it but a necessity.
Three added thoughts on hope.
First, there is continuing research on trauma and approaches to remediating (not
eliminating) it. These new approaches, grounded in brain science among other fields, offer
promise. A recent book on microglia, The Angel and the Assassin, is but one example. New
pharmacological

interventions

are

being

developed

and

tested.

Positive

childhood

experiences and positive adult experiences offer ways to offset adverse childhood and
adult experiences.¹⁴
Given the amount of trauma in existence, each of these developments offers hope to the
millions of individuals struck by trauma over the past 12 – 18 months.
Second, it is easy to forget to retain hope. In the face of adversity, it can slip away. That is
why I always carry “hope with me in the form of a ceramic stone that I can rub between my
thumb and my forefinger. It helps to realize, too, that the path forward isn’t straight. There
are hurdles. There are steps backwards. Holding hope helps.
Third, we need to celebrate hope. It needs to be shared and communicated. It can be
recognized in Houses of Worship and community organizations and educational institutions.
It can be evidenced by politicians. It can be repeated by leaders. It can be cultivated. To
paraphrase Barbara Kingsolver, "hope" isn’t something we just sit and admire. We need to
engage with it; we need to live it.
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STRATEGIES THAT
PROPEL US FORWARD
Strategies

currently

deployed

or

that could be deployed can be
categorized based on whether they

ASKING THE
RIGHT
QUESTIONS

ELIMINATE
DRILLS

are micro or macro in approach.
Micro

strategies

are

typically

smaller in scale and may involve a
single classroom with a specific
teacher’s intervention. That said,
multiple micro strategies can, as a

MAKING
CONNECTIONS

CHANGE
APPROACH TO
PUNISHMENT

collective, produce larger systemic
change. There is, in essence, power
in numbers.
Macro
culture

changes
and

involve

institutional

institutional
messaging;

these tend to be “top down” changes

THE BIG FOUR

although they are enriched when their
design and implementation has been achieved through the engagement of the many
constituencies within school/college communities. Although macro changes do not require
“buy-in,” their stickiness (enduring change) is suspect unless there is broad-based
agreement.
Indeed, we need both micro and macro change, working simultaneously. If we have one
without the other, we are still making improvements. But, in a sense, our overall
effectiveness hinges on working from the bottom up and the top down at the same time.¹⁵
In describing four categories of strategies here that have both micro and macro
components within them, specificity is provided so readers can literally try what is
described here. All of the proffered strategies have been tested within our educational
system and they are born from experiences in the trenches. As with all suggestions given
acontextually, they need to be adapted to particular institutions, cultures and contexts.
They also can be adapted to different age groups and different settings.
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The latter two observations speak to the importance of personalization of the suggestions
so they meet the needs of the students and educators being served. I suspect that some of
the four categories of suggestions identified here will sound familiar because they have
been tried by educators and institutions without any trauma nomenclature. They have been
adopted as quality educational practices without a specific link to trauma and perhaps with
a focus on social-emotional learning. While there is no specific need for labeling something
as stemming from trauma, there are two positive points that derive from such labeling.
First, labeling recognizes the presence of trauma; it names it and frames it. And, if you can
name it, you can tame it. Second, trauma-responsive strategies are like a rising tide: they
lift all boats. While aimed to assist those who are traumatized, the suggested strategies
improve educational outcomes for all students. We can, then, consider these suggestions
win-win for all students and educators.
One added note: these are not the only possible strategies for generating hope. However,
they are for me among the most powerful and persuasive strategies.
CATEGORY ONE: ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
If we put on a trauma lens through which to think about education, then we will be asking
different questions of ourselves as educators and of our students.¹⁶ The easiest way to
picture the impact of this shift in focus is to look at the books titled Poemotion by Takahiro
Kurashima.¹⁷ Each book contains illustrations that are then viewed with a piece of plastic.
This plastic page animates the illustration, allowing you to see something that you did not
perceive before. Initially, it is surprising, perhaps shocking, to see what the trauma lens
adds to existing landscapes.
Consider the questions one might ask of students if educators are not wearing a trauma
lens. Here are typical non-trauma focused inquiries: “Why are you acting badly?” “Why are
you not paying attention?” “What happened to the excellent student who was here prepandemic?” “Why didn’t you keep up with the assignments online?” “Why can’t you sit
still?” “Why are you still so still and alone?”
With a trauma lens, we focus on what has happened to students and what happened is, in
the context of trauma, not of their own making. For example, consider replacement
questions/queries that recognize the “something happened” scenario: “Share how you
navigated during the pandemic.” “Share what was hardest for you.” “Describe a positive and
negative feeling you have being back in school/college in person.” “What can I do to help
you?”
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Call these latter questions “door openers,” allowing students to express themselves. To be
sure, the same questions could be asked of educators by administrators. These, too, would
open the door to different kinds of non-judgmental conversations.
There’s another value in this shift in questioning: we begin to determine who our students
actually are. We often try to teach the students we were ourselves; or, we make
assumptions about students and their behavior and academic performance; or we want
better students and lament the students we have. None of these options enables us to
teach the students before us in a class. We need to understand who they are if we are to
teach them well.
I can hear the hue and cry already: that is not our job. Our job is to teach and as long as we
teach the required material, we are doing our job. No, actually. The goal of educators is to
enable and facilitate student success. In the absence of understanding who our students are
and how they learn and what needs they have that are impacting their educational success
or lack thereof, we are failing them.¹⁸
The post-pandemic approach suggested here works by improving our understanding of our
students are now and as such, is likely to produce more effective student outcomes both
academically and psychosocially. We know that if students feel someone cares about them
genuinely and believes in them and their success, these students are more likely to succeed.
At the end of that day, that is what we want for all students: opportunities for them to
become their best selves.
Here’s the bottom line: Wearing a trauma lens allows for a different set of insights and
questions and opens the door to forward movement recognizing that all individuals involved
in education have changed due to the trauma of the pandemic. The very fact that these
questions don’t place blame but recognize the “this is what happened to me” realization will
impact how students can develop and reengage.
CATEGORY TWO: MAKING CONNECTIONS
Our brains are wired for connections and one of the prime effects of trauma is to truncate
these connections. Students can become dysregulated or disassociated or overregulated, all
and each of which curbs quality engagement with adult educators and peers. We know too
that a quality relationship with one or more non-parental adults is critical for student
success and has been deemed a “positive childhood experience” that can be viewed as an
“offset” to adverse childhood experiences.¹⁹
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We know too that masks and social distancing have curbed connections. We keep our
expressions largely to ourselves and we remain far enough apart that we cannot touch or
hug or shake hands or get a pat on the shoulder when the going gets tough. For many
younger children in schools, they need more than physical activity; they need to learn to
read cues; they need to feel supported through physical signals and facial expressions; they
benefit from a hug or a pat on the back.²⁰
I remember one of my son’s teachers at a well-known NY private school who started the
school year by saying “I don’t do tissues,” by which she meant she was not there to wipe
away tears or deal with runny noses. For me, that comment was emblematic of her
approach to teaching and her students. And, in one of those helicopter moments as a parent
(who was also an educator which added to my credibility), I had my son removed from her
class that very day. Another teacher who gave him an F on a perfect math homework
assignment because he didn’t staple the paper on the top right (yes, right) didn’t fare too
well either. Neither did the teacher whose questions were drawn from Cliff Notes (which
my son noticed as he too was using that “resource).”
Positive connections can take many forms – dialogue, touch, visual cues, regular
communications and shared activities. The more the merrier in a sense. If adults can
augment student communication, then they will be working toward restoring the
connectivity that has been truncated by the pandemic.
Consider these strategies for facilitating educator engagement with students. It is not
enough to learn students’ names, although that is a key starting point. It means using that
student’s name when that student does something positive that is worthy of recognition.
For example: As Julio observed yesterday... Or as Sara mentioned in her paper.. Or as Noah
raised in class today...
Then, educators can communicate with students through how they grade their papers and
share feedback. Out go the red pens or redlining (done in red). In comes both positive and
negative feedback. The comments by the educators need to ask questions or share
observations and link comments to things the student has learned in class or shared in
other work submitted. And, as a rule of thumb, we need three positives for every negative
comment, scaffolding criticism so that students learn that all work – even “A” work – can be
improved.
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I can anticipate the criticism of this suggestion too. Isn’t this coddling and creating fake
praise? The simple answer is no. Helping students learn is NOT coddling. And, there
certainly have to be some positives to a student’s work – at a minimum, they tried and
turned something in. That already is a positive. There is the old adage, “we don’t get
rewarded for effort,” but that phrase is misguided in the context of trauma. For traumatized
students who are struggling to engage, any encouragement is beneficial. And, if we don’t
exert effort, then for sure we can’t get to excellence. True, effort isn’t enough but its
presence is a prerequisite to educational growth.²¹
Consider educators who during the pandemic found new ways to engage with students (and
for younger children, their families). Some used email. Some mailed (as in USPS mail). Some
visited outside student homes. Some dropped off materials that students needed because
they couldn’t get to a pick-up spot. Ask whether these approaches need to be eliminated
when students appear in person. Surely, we can augment what we did before with what has
worked and been effective during the pandemic.
Bottom line: The more personalized contact and connection, the better.
CATEGORY THREE: ELIMINATING DRILLS AND TRAUMA-GENERATING SOUNDS
Pre-pandemic, we had fire drills. We had live shooter drills. We had earthquake drills. These
were often unannounced. And, when they occurred, learning in a classroom was
interrupted. And, when students returned or re-engaged, the “drill” was often not
debriefed.
We just assumed that students navigated its meaning and returned from the event ready,
willing and able to learn. Parents and guardians oft-time supported these disaster
preparations as key ways of protecting their children from possible harm.²²
But, the effectiveness of these drills is not universally supported by the data. Fire drills do
not necessarily make evacuations better in the event of a real fire. Live shooter drills, some
of which involve rubber bullets and mock victims with fake blood, scare many children.
They start envisioning violence in their schools and what should be a safe place feels
unsafe, especially when the drill is not announced and described in advance and debriefed
at the end. Indeed, an entire industry has grown since school shootings became more
prevalent and they have created a sense of “need;” if schools don’t prepare, their students
will die.²³
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Preparation for prospective disasters can take many forms. Active shooter drills could be
replaced by thoughtful, contextualized conversation and discussions. Students could offer
strategies and suggestions. Those who are particularly triggered by these conversations
could be permitted to go elsewhere during these discussions and an educator could engage
with them in privacy. Imagine the child who lost a parent to gunfire or a family home to fire
or flood sitting through a discussion of how to avoid a disaster.
The idea of drills in the post-pandemic era takes on added negative meaning. We have
spent the better part of 12 months being in a disaster. And, the efforts to mitigate its
effects, particularly on low-income minority communities, have not been met with success.
People have lost loved ones and have been separated from peers. Traditions that governed
how to mourn and how to celebrate have been upended.
In addition to curbing drills, ponder the sound of the bells and buzzers that dominate
schools. They were startling for some pre-Pandemic. If one is already on edge with one’s
autonomic nervous system on high alert upon return to schools, these sounds are the
anthesis of soothing. Why can’t we substitute harsh sounds with pleasant sounds? Bells?
Chimes? Tones that start softly.
These two approaches – drills and deafening buzzers – are not the only traditions within
schools that could change based on the trauma students and educators have experienced in
the past year. If we pause long enough to reflect on how we conducted education in the
past, we can look specifically for entry points to enable change.²⁴
Consider these possibilities: a greeting committee when students enter school each day;
changed materials on the walls and in the halls and stairwells (why are stairwells often gray
with no art or colorful paintings?), opportunities for students to express themselves on
walls with post-its or chalking on floors where tiles are replaced with chalkboards.
And, for those teaching the early grades, eliminate games like musical chairs unless the leftout students are given another task or role that makes them feel welcomed, not eliminated.
CATEGORY FOUR: DEALING WITH TRUANCY AND IN-CLASS "MISBEHAVIOR"
Consider how during the pandemic, “misbehaving” children could not be asked to leave the
classroom and go to the principal’s office. Also, if students did not show up online (a
common event), we did not immediately notify the truancy officers and start punishment
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procedures. And, there were students who were online but were not actually there (literally
or psychologically), and we certainly did not report these students as truants. When
students acted badly online, we oft-times (with younger children) reached out to their
parents for some form of remediation.²⁵ And, this is the key part: educators often tried on
their own to deal with their students.
That approach – helping children navigate their behavior in place without leaving the room
– is a worthy approach if we can add needed supports. Indeed, moving forward, we should
consider the idea of bringing some professional into the classroom rather than banishing a
student from the classroom.²⁶
This handling situations “in place” has many benefits.²⁷ First, when traumatized students are
acting out, the last thing they need is disconnection. Indeed, that is what they are already
experiencing from trauma, which is why they are behaving as they are. Instead, consider the
concept of processing in place where a teacher can address what is occurring, taking some
moments alone with the student who is struggling, or asking for another trained educator or
administrator to come into the classroom to provide assistance to the struggling student.
One of the benefits of this approach is that it showcases to other students in the room how
difficulties can be navigated; rather than punishment, there are approaches to enable the
student to stabilize and return to the learning environment. Moreover, the approach isn’t
punitive; it is rehabilitative. Finally, processing in place recognizes that absence isn’t an
answer; presence is.
In terms of student attendance, we currently have a huge problem as many students have
tuned out – literally and figuratively. The approach to dealing with this is not suspension;
indeed, the “distant” students need the opposite of banishment. They need to be welcomed
back into the fold and helped to believe that they can succeed within the school
environment.²⁸
Moreover, if we are to begin to close the equity gap,²⁹ we need to get students who might
want to leave school (including to help their families through work or caregiving) to see the
value of obtaining an education. That doesn’t come from a punitive stance; instead it comes
from making school a place that is safe, stable, secure and sustaining. School can become a
place where students with troubled home lives go, if we recognize their needs and help
students find their way into the school building. Something positive has to be
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there for them if we get them through the door, especially if parents themselves disliked
the education they had.³⁰
One insight many teachers have gained during the pandemic is a sense of the homelife of
students. They have seen them signing onto their computers; they have seen parents and
other siblings and family in the background; they have heard background noise; they have
watched parent-child interaction if the child is not paying attention or is succeeding. In
short, teachers are seeing what they often did not see before: context and family
functionality.
That contextualization, augmented when there has been home delivery of supplies or
academic assistance (both of which have thankfully occurred for at least some students),
has enabled teachers to learn more about who their students are in real life, in real-time.
The insights have often allowed teachers a glimpse as to why students are struggling. I
remember one teacher expressing how she had to tell a parent to please wear more clothing
online. As the teacher explained, “I dress for teaching and you and your child need to dress
for school.” The absence of respect for education and the presence of overt sensuality
needed to be curbed.
Taking contextualization and new approaches to misbehavior into the educational arena, we
will improve opportunities for students to become their best selves.

NOW WHAT?
To return to the Introduction, we can now answer the question of whether trauma can
improve education with a one-word answer: yes. And, this essay has identified some key
solutions to enable us to get to “yes” (to play off the title of a book with a similar phrase).³¹
But, we are left with the “how” questions. How do we make more educators (among others)
aware of trauma and its symptomology and modes of amelioration? How do we move
trauma and its remediation from the outskirts of conversation to the center, although to be
sure, some schools and school systems are already moving or have moved in this direction?
Just look at the Trauma Sensitive School Movement by way of example.
I hope this essay, which is linked to a podcast and lecture event at the Proctor Institute at
the Rutgers Graduate School of Education,³² can be seen as a type of map.
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So far, it has four destinations evidenced by the four identified categories and the list is
surely not complete.
Call this essay an effort at educational cartography. With the map in hand, we can start a
journey. It is a journey we need to begin now – for the benefit of all of our students. We
can go to the four identified destinations (the four categories developed above), and we can
add destinations by filling out the map from experiences during and after the height of the
pandemic.
And this matters: we can carry our maps with hope – because we have a pathway forward….
if we just begin to walk in that direction. Trauma abounds; so do solutions.
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